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Our passion for the flavours of
the French Caribbean run deep!  

 
It’s our mission to share with the

world what puts a fire in our
belly and rhythm in our step.



From catering to sauces…

Established in 2014, we started our journey catering for a diverse range of
customers across the UK.  
Having fast gained a reputation as the go-to for mouth-watering and
tantalising dishes inspired by flavours from the French Caribbean, Full Feast is
more than your average catering company!

Jean-Philippe, or JP as we know him, chef, BBQ king and culinary artist, is at the
helm of Full Feast. He has had one mission and that is to bring the taste of
Guadeloupe to the world! With this mission, JP took a leap into developing our
range of sauces which encapsulates the flavours, spice, and fruitiness of ‘home’.  

 We’re proud to offer you a taste of Gwada from our home to yours.
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A b o u t  

"For good times
you need good
company and

great food.  
Life is too short

for anything
less!"

JP - chef, BBQ king &
culinary artist 



When we say hot, we mean
HOT! Put some fire in your
belly and some oomph to

your food.
 

45ml RRP £1.25 or 
180ml WSP £2.80/RRP £3.99 

Fruity yet spicy and oh so
delicious! 

 
 

45ml RRP £1.25 or 
180ml WSP £2.80/RRP £3.99

Lusciously sweet with a
dash of the good stuff,

Caribbean rum!
 

45ml RRP £1.25 or 250ml
WSP £3.15/RRP £4.50

Spice up your BBQ!  
Every bit as delicious as our

BBQ Sauce but with an
added Caribbean kick!

 
45ml RRP £1.25 or 250ml

WSP £3.15/RRP £4.50

The Full Feast take on Sauce
Creole plays homage to our

origin, Guadeloupe.
 
 

 45ml RRP £1.25 or 
180ml WSP £2.80/RRP £3.99 

Flavoursome & delicious 
 the perfect mild marinade,

seasoning or dip!
 

45ml RRP £1.25 or 
180ml WSP £2.80/RRP £3.99
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Experience the flavours of the French Caribbean.
It’s merrynade time!
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Experience the flavours of the French Caribbean.

It’s merrynade time!
 
 

Jean-Phillippe (JP) today, announces the launch of his French Caribbean inspired sauces which will put fire in your belly and
a rhythm in your step!

This range of sauces encapsulates the flavours, spice, and fruitiness of Guadeloupe. And, after 8 years of bringing these
mouth-watering and tantalising flavours to UK customers through Full Feast Catering, JP is proud to offer a taste of Gwada
from his ‘home’ to yours.

Full Feast boasts a range of 6 gluten free, vegan sauces which can be used to pour, dip and marinade to add a spice and
Caribbean flavour to any dish: 

Caribbean Hot Sauce: when we say hot, we mean HOT! Put some fire in your belly and some oomph to your food.
Available as a 45ml trial at £1.25 or full 180ml jar at £3.99

Exotic Sauce: fruity yet spicy and oh so delicious! 
Available as a 45ml trial at £1.25 or full 180ml jar at £3.99

Herbal Sauce: flavoursome and delicious with basil and coriander, the perfect mild marinade, seasoning or dip!
Available as a 45ml trial at £1.25 or full 180ml jar at £3.99

BBQ Sauce: lusciously ripe tomatoes combined with vinegar, brown sugar and a dash of the good stuff, Caribbean rum!
Available as a 45ml trial at £1.25 or full 250ml jar at £4.50

Sauce Creole: the Full Feast take on Sauce Creole with the holy trinity of green chilli, onion and pepper plays homage to
our origin, Guadeloupe.
Available as a 45ml trial at £1.25 or full 180ml jar at £3.99

Flaming BBQ Sauce: spice up your BBQ! It’s every bit as delicious as our BBQ Sauce but with an added Caribbean kick!
Available as a 45ml trial at £1.25 or full 250ml jar at £4.50

Recipes and meal ideas will soon accompany these delicious sauces on www.fullfeast.com making it a one-stop shop for
those wanting to cook up a Full Feast at home!

It’s time to get your merrynade on and taste the flavours of the French Caribbean!
 

http://www.fullfeast.com/

